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Zodiaq is durable, non-porous, chemical resistant surface with timeless beauty, easy to maintain
available in numerous beautiful colours. It is manufactured from natural quartz, solid pieces of rock.
The stronger zodiaq is made of purer quartz. It is ideal for work surfaces, cladding and vanity units.
Various colours are available to complement with your rooms, doors and ensure that worktops can
give an extraordinary and timeless beauty to your place. Suppliers suggest combination of materials
and colours which can create magic within your budget. 

Astonishing selection of decor enhancement for your dream home is provided in the shape of
Zodiaq quartz work slabs in various colours, with high grade of polish and finishing by suppliers at
affordable prizes. There is no need of sealant unlike in marble and granite. These are more suitable
for wall panels of house and floorings. Because of its water resistant and heat proof properties it can
also be used for bathrooms or even the areas where water is being frequently used at warmer
temperature. It does not matter how much mess is left on bar counter, kitchen counter or
workstations you can clean it off quickly .It can give gorgeous look to your rooms as inlays and
borders giving an excellent contrast of design and colour .Being scratch resistant you need not to
take extra care of it. But it is important to mention that resistance is not applicable in case of
continuous effects of heat or scratches .But if compared to others these are long lasting in their
quality of polish, will not be easily damaged. These are available with prolonged warranty of 10
years in the market.

One of the most unique advantages that users of Zodiaq will enjoy is a prolonged warranty for 10
years. The company is confident in its performance and manufacturing about the least possibility
that you will face any reasons to call customer care with complaints. However in the rarest of events
that you do there is a complete coverage of the same from the manufacturers. You will be advised
on some of the basic rules of care and maintenance that you need to follow. To meet the
requirements, these can be cut and fit accordingly. It retains its lustre for many years without the
need of waxes. Sometimes people make mistakes by choosing worktops which are inexpensive
which look good only for a limited period.
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For more information on a Worktops, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a Zodiaq!
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